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Summary. - In ordznary Eucl idean space, every iaometry theft leaves no poin t  i nvar iau t  ks 
either a screw displacement (~nchtding ¢~ t r a n s l a t i o n a s  a special case) or a glide 
reflection. Every  other kind of similarity! is a spiral  s imi lar i t y :  th~ produc~ o/ a 
rotatiolt abottt a l i u c  and ~, d~httatiot~ J~hose ceuter Ites or  this liue. I n  real inversive 
space (i.e., Ettclideau space pht~ (~ single point  at, i ufiuityl,  every cow,formal t r a n s f e r  
marion is either ¢~, s imdari t!!  or the prodt~ct of aJ, iuvers,ou and  an isometry. This last 
remark  remains  valid w, hen the .uttmber o/ dimensions ts increased. In fact, every con. 
formal  transformation of iuversive n-space 1u l 2 )  is expressible as the prodder of  r 
reflections (~nd ~ iut'ersious, where r ~ "u t- 1, s ~ 2, r -~- s ~_ "n -.b 2. 

i. I n t r o d u c t i o n . -  According to KLEL',"S E r l a n g e r  P r o g r a m m  of 1872, 
the cri terion thai, dist inguishes one geometry from another  is the group of 
t ransformations under  which the propositions remain  true. ]n  part icular,  
Eucl idean geometry is characterized by the group of similarities, and inversive 
geometry by the group of c i rc le-preserving (or sphere-preserving)  transforma- 
tions. I t  is thus natural  to s tudy the precise nature of the most general 
similarity and of the most general  sphere-preserv ing  transformation.  
For  simplicity, we shall consider three-dimensional  spaces, with a brief 
remark at the end as to what  happens in n-dimensional  spaces. 

2. I s o m e t r i e s . -  Let us begin by recall ing some familiar  definit ions and 
theorems. 

A n  i s o m e t r y  is a tr~tnsformation qof the whole Eucl idean space into itself) 
which preserves  length, so that a l ine-segment  P Q  is t ransformed into a 
congruent  segment P ' Q ' .  A r e f l e c t i o n  is the special  kind of isometry which 
has a tr iangle of invariant  points, and therefore a whole plane of invar iant  
points:  the m i r r o r .  An isometry is d i r e c t  ti. e., sense-preserving)  or o p p o s i t e  

(i. e., sense-reversing) according as it is the product  of an even or odd number  
of reflections. 

Every direct isometry, being tile product  of 4 reflections, is a s c r e w - d i s .  

p l a c e m e n t  [see KELWN and TAIT 8, § 102 or COXETER 3, p. 38], possibly re- 
ducing to the product  of jus t  2 reflections, which is a r o t a t i o n  or a t r a n s l a t i o n  

according as the 2 mirrors arc intersecting or parallel.  In particular,  the 
product  of 2 perpendicular  reflections is a rotation through t:, that is, a 
h a l f - t u r n .  Every direct isometry with an invariant point is a rotation. 

Every opposite isometry, being the product of 3 reflections, is either a 
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flection: the product of a reflection with a translation along the direction of 
a line lying in the reflecting plane [COXETER 3, p. 37]. 
rotatory-inversion (when the 3 mirrors have a common point) or a glide-re. 

Every opposite isometry with an invariant  point is a rotatory-inversion,  
possibly reducing to a single reflection or to a central inversion: the isometry 
that replaces each point of a sphere by its antipodes. (The name <<central 
inversion>), through well established in the l i terature of crystallography~ i~ 
perhaps unfortunate.  We must be careful to distinguish it from <<inversion 
in a sphere>>.} 

Every opposite isometry with no invariant  poin! is a glide-reflection. 

3. Similari t ies .  - The theory of isometrics can be extended to similarities 
as follows. A simil i lary is a t ransformation fof the whole Euclidean space 
into itself) which transforms each segment into a segment ~ times as long, 
where ~ is a constant positive number  called the ratio of magnifica~tion. 
When ~t = 1, the similari ty is an isometry. Another important  special case 
is a dilatation, which transforms each line into a parallel line [Artin 1, p. 54]. 
TWo given segments on parallel lines, say A B  and A'B', are related by a 
unique dilatation A B  ~ A'B', which is an isometry if and only if the vector 
A'B' is equal to either A B  or BA. In the former case we have a translation, 
in the latter a central  inversion (about the common midpoint of AA' and BB'}. 

Two given similar tetrahedra ABCD, A'B'C'D' are related by a unique 
similarity ABCD ~ A'B'C'D', which" is di~'ect or opposite according as the 
sense of A'B'C'D' agrees or disagrees with that of ABCD. In fact, any point 
P is t ransformed into the unique point P '  whose baryceniric coordinates 
referred to A'B'C'D' ~tre the same as those of P referred to ABCD. It follow~ 
that two given similar triangles are related by .just two similarit ies:  one 
direct and one opposite. 

TItEOt~E~t 3.1 - Every similari ty ~vhich is nol an isometry hc, s just one 
invariant point. 

P R O O F .  - Since any invariant  point of a transformation is also an inva- 
r iant  point of the inverse transformation, we lose no generali ty by conside- 
ring a similari ty 

ABCD ~ A'B'C'D' 

in which ABCD is the larger of the two given similar tetrahedra.  I t  A and A, 
coincide, we have already found an invariant  point. If not, suppose the 
similari ty transform A' into A',  A" into A", and so on. Let ~ denote the 
ratio of magnification, so that A ' B ' - - ~ t A B  and 0 < ~ ~ 1. Then 

A'A" ----- ~AA',  A"A"  --  ~A'A", .... 

Since ~ < 1, the sequence of points A, A', A ' , . . .  converges to a point of 
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accumulat ion 0 whose distance from A is 

<_ AA'  -~- A 'A"  + A"A"'  + ... = (1 + ~t + p, + ...) AA '  = (1 - -  ~ ) - IAA ' .  

Since the simili tari ty transforms A A ' A " . . .  into A 'A"A" ' . . . ,  which is the same 
sequence, 0 is invariant.  Finally,  there cannot be more than one such point, 
for, if there where two, the segment formed by them would be invariant  in- 
stead of being mult ipl ied 1)y the proper fraction ~t. 

To locate O, consider the two similarities, one direct and one opposite, 
which transform lhe given triangle A B C  into a similar (but not congruent) 
tr iangle A'33'C'. Suppose A ' B ' =  I~AB, ~o that t~ is a positive number  different  
from 1 (not necessarily less than 1). Let A~ and A~ divide A A '  internal ly and 
external ly in the ratio 1 "tt. Let B~ and B.,, C~ and C,. divide BB', CC' in 
the same manner: Consider the three spheres whose diameters are A~A,~, BIB~, 
C~C2. These are <<spheres of Apollonius~; : e. g., the first is the locus of 
points whose distances from A and A' are in the ratio 1 " ~t. Any point 0 for 
which 

OA' = ~tOA, OB' --  p.OB, OC' = ~OC 

must be on all thre~ spheres. We have already estal)lished the existence o|' 
two such points. Hence the three spheres do in fact intersect, enabling us to 
locate the invariant  points of the two similarit%s. Finally,  the correct one of 
the two positions for 0 is determined by a fourth sphere, with diameter  D~D2. 

In particular,  every dilatation which is not a translat ion has .just one 
invar iant  point. If this point is O, the dilatat ion is conveniently denoted by 
O{ N or O(--~t) according as it is direct or opposite. For instance, O( ~- 1) is 
a central  inversion, and of course 011) is simply the identity. 

4. The spiral s imi la r i ty .  - A spiral  s imi lar i t y  is the product of a rotation 
about a line 1 (the <,-axis~>) and a dilatation whose <<centre)) 0 lies on l. 
Suppose it is the product ,.f a rotation through angle 0¢ and a dilatation 0(~t) 
where, for the moment, we allow ~t to take any value except zero. The follo- 
wing values of a and ~t yield special cases which are famil iar :  

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 . . . . .  t~ Similar i ty  

0 1 

1 

t 

rc - - 1  

0 - - 1  

0 

Identi ty 

Ha l f - tu rn  

Rotation 

Reflection 

Central inversion 

Rotatory-inversion 

D{latation 
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W e  observe that this table includes all kinds of isometry, both direct and 
opposite, except  the screw-displacement  and gl ide-reflect ion (which have no 
invariant  points}. Still more surprisingly, with these same two exceptions, 
every similarity is a spiral similarity. In fact, we have 

THEOREM 4.1 - Every similarity is either a screw-displacement, a glide-re- 
flevtion, or a spiral similarity. 

P ~ o o F . -  Since the ease of an isometry is well known, it will  suffice 
to consider a similarity that is not an isometry. Suppose again that it multi.  
plies distances by t/, a positive number  different  from 1. If  0 is its invariant  
point, the similari ty is evidently expressible as the product  of the dilatation 
0(=t:: ~t) and an isometry for which 0 is again invariant.  By choosing the plus 
or minus sign according as the given similarity is direct or opposite, we can 
ensure that the residual  isometry is direct. Having  an invariant  point, this 
isometry must  be a rotation. Thus the given similarity, being the product  of 
a di latat ion from 0 and a rotation about a line through O, is a spiral simila. 
rity. as desired. 

5. Inversive 3-space. - Clearly. every similarity is a ,  collineation~), tran. 
sforming ranges into ranges and therefore planes into planes. It is also a 
((sphere-preserving)> transformation, t ransforming spheres into spheres and 
therefore circles into circles. 

If a plane mirror reflects P into P', we may describe tile image P '  as 
the second intersection of three spheres through P orthogonal to the mirror. 
If we replace the plane by a sphere, the same description yields the image 
of P by inversion in the sphere;  we call P'  the inverse of P. This analogy 
motivates an extension of the concept ~sphere,~ according to which we re. 
gard a plane as a special case:  ~:a spher,, o1" infinit~ radius.,,  LikeWise ;~ 
line is a special case of a circle. We can now s'~y that any three distinct 
points lie on a unique circle, and that :lay sphere inverts into a upher,~. In 
the same spirit we extend Euclidean space. ~ to in~,er.~ive ,~pace by inventing 
an ideal point at infinity O', which is both a common l)oint and the common 
centre  of all planes, regarded 't.q spheres  el' inl'inite radiuu, 

We  can now assert  that, with respect  lo a giw,n .~l)here with centre O, 
every point has an inverse. All the planes through O, being ~:spheres,, ortho. 
gonal to the s p h e r e  of inversion, meet again in O', the inverse ot' O. i~rhen 
the centre  0 is O' itself, the <sphere,) of iuversion is flat, ~lnd tlm inw~rsion 
reduces to a reflection.) Thus, in inversive space, inversiml is :~ one-to-end, 
t ransformation without  exception. 

Since every inversion is a sphere-preserving transformation, so ~flso is 
any product  of inversions. For  instance, the product  o1' inversions in two 
concentric spheres is a dilatation. Let  .lk denote the inversion in a sphere 
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with centre 0 and radius k; then, clearly, 

5.1 ] l J k  " -  O~k~). 

It is natural  to ask whether  every sphere-preserv ing  t ransformation (of 
the whole inversive space into itself} is a product  of inversions and, if so, 
how many inversions may be needed. In fact, 

TttEOREM 5.2. - Every sphere-preserving tra,sformation of  inversive space 
is either a similarity or the product of  an inversion and an isometry. 

PROOF [Cf. L~-GRANGE 9, p. 7]. - We dist inguish two eases, according 
as the point at infinity is is not, invariant.  In the former case, not only are 
spheres  t ransformed into spheres, and circles into circles, but  also planes into 
planes, and lines into lines. With the help of EUCLID III .  21 we deduce that 
equal i ty  of angles is preserved, and consequent ly  the measurement  of angles 
is preserved, so that every tetrahedro,~ is t ransformed into a similar tetahe- 
dron, and the t ransformation is a similarity. 

If, on the other and, the given transformation T takes an. ordinary point 
0 into the point at infinity 0', we consider the product  J~T, where ,/1 is the 
inversion in the unit sphere having this par t icular  point 0 for its centre. 
This product  J~T, leaving 0'  invariant,  is a similarity. Let  k ~ be its ratio of- 
magnification. By 5.1, J tT  can be expressed as J~JkS, where  S is an isome- 
try. Thus 

T = J~S~ 

the product  of an inversion and an isometric. 
As a consequence,  we have 

THEOREM 5.3. - Every sphere-preserving transformation of inversive space 
can be expressed as the product of r reflections and s inversions, where 

r<_4 ,  s ~  2, r ~ s ~ 5 .  

PROOF. - Every isometry is expressible  as the product  of 3 or 4 reflec- 
tions [Co.XETER 3, p. 36]. Since 

o ( - -  k ~) = 0 ( - -  1) • O(k~j, 

a spiral similarity is the product  of a rotation or rotatory-inversion and a 
direct dilatat ion;  thus it is the product  of 2 or 3 reflections and 2 inversions. 
By Theorem 5.2. every other sphere-preserv ing  transformation is the product 
of 3 or 4 reflections and an inversion. 

Annali di Maternatica 22 
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If  we wish to use the language of pure inversive geometry, in which 
the point  at infinity is not specialized, we simply say that every sphere-pre-  
serving transformation can be expressed as the product  of 4 or 5 inversions. 

6. Conformal  t ransformat ions .  - A well known theorem of DUPIN states 
that, for three mutual ly  orthogonat systems of surfaces, the lines of curvature  
on any surface in one of the systems are its intersections with the surfaces 
of the other two systems. Since any surface may be exhibited as 
a member  of one of three mutually orthogonal systems, it follows that any 
conformal (i. e.; angle-preserving)  t ransformation takes lines of curvature  into 
lines of curvature.  Since a sphere {including a plane as a special c a s e ) i s  
characterized by the property that all directions on it are principal directions, 
we can immediately deduce LmUWI~LE'S Theorem:  Every con formal transfor- 
mation is a sphere-preserving transformcdion. Thus Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 are 
still true when we replace << sphere-preserving.~ by << conformal >> [FORDER 6, 
pp. 137-138]. 

7. Euclidean n-space. - Theorems 3.1 and 5.2 evidently remain valid in 
any number  of dimensions. But  Theorem 4.1, in its remarkable  simplicity, is 
pecul iar  to 3 dimensions. When  the number  of dimensions is even, the central  
inversion 0 ( - 1 )  is direct;  therefore direct and opposite similarities have to 
be treated separately 

Let  Q denote a rotation, R a reflection, T a translation, and let QqRrT 
denote a product  of several such transformations,  all commutat ive  with one 
another. In this notation, RT is a gl ide-ref lect ion (in 2 or 3 dimensinns), QR 
is a rotatory-inversion,  QT is a screw-displacement ,  and Q2 is a double ro- 
tation (in 4 dimensions}. The general descript ion of isometries in Eucl idean 
n - space  seems to have been first given by P. H. SCEOUT~E [CoxE~ER 3, p. 218]. 
In  2q dimensions, every direct isometry is Qq or Qq-~T, and every opposite 
isometry is Qq-~RT. In 2q ~ 1 dimensions, every direct isometry is QqT, and 
every opposite isometry is QqR or Qq-IRT. ~This description includes all pos- 
sible special cases, provided we allow the angle of a Q or the distance of a 
T to be zero.} To obtain the corresponding expressions when there is an 
invariant  point (so that the isometry is an ((orthogonal transformation))), we 
merely have to omit T. 

Let  D denote a dilatation which is commutat ive with R and with every 
Q. Then our proof of Theorem 4.1 can be extended to yield 

T~EORE~r 7 . 1 -  In 2q dimension,s, every derect similarity is Qq-IT or 
QqD, and every opposite similarity is Qq-~RT or Qq-IRD. In 2q ~ 1 dimensions, 
every direct similarity is QqT or QqD. and every opposite similarity is Qq-IRT 
or QpD. 
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In 2q dimensions. D is always direct. In 2 q +  1 dimensions, if we insist 
on a direct D {so that we can use 5.1), the opposite similarity QqD must 
be replaced by QqRD. 

8. lnvers ive  n-space. - Using Theorem 5.2 and replacing each direct D 
by the product  of inversions in two concentric spheres, we obtain the follo- 
wing numbers  of reflections and inversions for the various kinds of conforma] 
t ransformation : 

In 2q dimensions (direct), 2q reflections and 2 inversions, or 2~/+ 1 
reflections and 1 inversion. 

In 2q dimensions (opposite}, 2q + 1 reflections, 1 or 2 of which may be 
replaced by inversions. 

In 2q + 1 dimensions (direct), 2q + 2 reflections, 1 or 2 of which may be 
replaced by inversions. 

In 2q + 1 dimensions ~opposite), 2q + 1 reflections and 2 inversions, or 
2q + 2 reflections and 1 inversion. 

Thus  the proper  extension for Theorem 5.3 is 

TttEOREM 8.1. - Every conformal transformation in n dimensions can be 
expressed as the product of r reflections and s inversions, where 

r ~ n + l ,  s~_2, r + s ~ n + 2 .  

In the language of pure inversive geometry, every conformal t ransforma.  
tion can be expressed as the product  of n + 1 or n + 2 inversions. Thus  was 
proved another way by R E ~  LAGRANGE [9, pp. 21-22, 112]. 

9. Wha t  happens when n --  2 ? - The 2-dimensional  case deserves special 
consideration for two reasons. First,  since DvPIzq's Theorem is no longer 
available, we have to invoke the theory of functions of a complex variable 
in order to prove that every conformal t ransformation lof the whole inversive 
plane into itself} is a c i rc le-preserving transformation.  Secondly, e lementary 
construct ions are available for the invariant  points of the two kinds of simi- 
larity, taken separately.  

In fact, if a direct similarity is neither a translation, there must  be at 
least one line that is t ransformed into a non-paral le l  line. Let  C be the 
common point of such a pair  of lines, containing corresponding segments 
AB, A'B'. Then the invariant  point O is the residual  intersection of the two 
circles AA'C, BB'C. In other words, the triangles OAB, OA'B'(possibly collap- 
sing into triads of collinear points~, being directly similar [C.~sE¥ 2, p. 180; 
FORDEI¢ 6, p. 16], are related by a spiral similarity: the product  of a rotation 
about 0 and a dilatation from O. 
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On the other hand, if the opposite similarity relating A B  and A'B' is 
not a glide-reflection,  let A1 and A2 divide AA' internally and externally in 
the ratio AB: A'B', and let B1 and B~ divide BB' in the same manner.  Then 
the lines AIB1 and A~.B~ are perpendicular,  and their common point 0 is the 
desired invariant  point. In  other words, the triangles OAB, OA'B', being oppo- 
sitely similar [CAsEY 2, p. t86; JOHNSO~ 7. p. 27], are related by a dilative- 
reflection: the product  of a reflection lin either A1B~ or A2B~)and a dilatation 
from 0 [COXE~ER 4, § 5.6]. 

These two entirely different  kinds of similarity in the plane can both be 
derived from the one kind of spiral similarity in 3-dimensional  space. D e f i -  
ning the 3-dimensional  spi~'al similarity as in § 4, we see that it induces a 
2-dimensional  spiral similari ty in the plane through 0 perpendicular  to 1. 
In  the special case when the rotation about  l is a half- turn,  there are infi- 
nitely many other invariant  planes, namely all the planes through 1. Any 
such plane is t ransformed according to a di lat ive-reflection.  

The 2-dimensional  analogue of Theorem 5.2 tells us that every confor, 
real t ransformation of the whole inversive plane is ei ther a spiral similarity- 
a di lat ive-reflect ion,  or the product  of an inversion and an isometry. Of 
course, these are famil iar  as linear fractional transformations of a complex 
variable  z or~of its conjugate z. In particular,  the product  of an inversion 
and a reflection is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic according as the invert ing 
circle and the reflecting line are intersecting, tangent, or non- intersecl ing;  
and the product  of an inversion and a gl ide-reflect ion is lox~odromic [FORD 
1, p. 20]. 
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